A quest for an Immutable DB
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Call for comments
Call for help
Call for collaboration
Disclaimer:

PostgreSQL **newbie**
Immutable DB?
In the same way you're storing the whole history of changes of your source code (e.g. git, hg), we want all the data changes in the database.
Using Postgres for append-only immutable data

Norman Yamada

http://www.pgconf.us/2014/event/7/

http://nbviewer.ipython.org/gist/nyamada/9946705
Why Aren't All Data Immutable?

Accountants Don't Use Erasers

Anchor Modeling' *historized* attributes?

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Anchor_Modeling
No support for PostgreSQL :('}
Thanks for your support!

- ivan@akvo.org
- @katratxo